
Announcement regarding Copied HW for R Group Assignment 3 

Let me repeat the rules related to the assignments here once again. 

1. Group assignment should be completed only with the group members. Should not discuss/work with 

others. 

2. Partial copies are considered copies as well. 

3. Both copied and being copied get 0 point.  

Even if you are solving the same questions, the comments cannot be as similar as "copy-paste + slight 

modification of changing "however" to "on the other hand". That's considered copies. 

After lots of discussions today, here is what I decided. I do not accept further "we did it together" excuses. 

You should work alone as a group.  

If you copied others' work, you didn't learn anything valuable from this homework. We are spending 

significant amount of time and efforts so that you graduate with confidence in data analysis.  

If you are going to take ECO240 from me, please do not repeat this unncessary hastle.  

Decisions: 

Regarding Copy 4 and Copy 5 

Elif Inan, Edanur Cakal and Egemen Duman group did the original work. = get 10 points. 

Ozge Cetinaslan and Setenay Cayirli group copied from Elif-Edanur-Egemen group = get 0 point. 

Dila Meydan and Tulay Akcay group took some parts from Elif, Edanur and Egemen group and gave it to 

Erdem Molla, Betul Celik and Begum Aladag group since I see the latter group "modified" sentences 

from the Dila-Tulay group. Both groups get 0 points. The simillarity of the comments are not in the range 

of "happened to refer to the same web page" level. Obvious copies. If you want, I can show the evidence. 

Copy 2 and 3. 

Obvious copies. All groups get 0. All the probability questions are wrong. Unnecessary CDF and QQ 

plots are the same. (Due to all these errors, your original point was 30.5.) 

Copy 6. 

Yunus Emre Sandik, Hoja Ahmet Allakov and M. Emin Guven get  2.95+5 points. Muhammed Badawi 

gets 0. Nurcan Koc, Caglanur Gurpinar, Ceren Calkan and Senem Aydin group gets 0 point. 

 


